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Executive Summary
In 2018, the University of Arizona (UArizona) made use of the VALUE Institute to assess institution-wide,
undergraduate learning outcomes in written communication and in critical thinking. Internal UArizona
scores were compared from early (<25 units) and late (>75 units) career students. In addition, UArizona
scores from freshmen and seniors and from student with < and > Grade Point Averages of 3.5 were
compared. While we also compared the UArizona scores to a national sample of student scores using
the VALUE Institute rubrics and trained scorers, the samples obtained from UArizona and national
students were not identical, as described below. Thus, direct comparisons are not possible. However,
the major goal of this study was to compare early and late career undergraduate learning outcomes for
students at UArizona.
While most of the comparisons were not statistically significant, in general, we found:
• late career students were not better in the written communication outcomes than the early
career UArizona students,
• samples from the national students showed improvement from early to late career outcomes in
written communication,
• early career UArizona students and the early career national students were similar in their
written communication outcomes, and
• critical thinking outcomes do not appear to be better in late career students at UArizona than in
early career students.
The report that follows provides graphs illustrating the outcomes, text to explain the findings, and plans
for improvement going forward.
Background and study information
Communicating effectively, both written and orally, has always been an important learning outcome for
the University of Arizona. In 2016, after an in-house study revealed little or no difference in writing skills
of seniors compared to freshmen, a writing requirement was added to all general education courses. In
addition, faculty development opportunities were made available to assist faculty in writing assignment
design and providing student feedback on writing.
In 2017, the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) introduced a nationwide effort
to examine direct evidence of student learning across higher educational institutions in the United
States. “On Solid Ground” is a report that represents the first attempt to reveal a landscape of student
learning on key learning outcomes—critical thinking, written communication, and quantitative literacy.
This effort—the Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate Education (VALUE) initiative—is the
result of several years of collaboration with the State Higher Education Executive Officers association
(SHEEO) and the Multi-State Collaborative to Advance Quality Student Learning (MSC), the Minnesota
Collaborative, the Great Lakes Colleges Association (GLCA) Collaborative, and nearly 100 public and
private, two- and four-year colleges and universities.
The VALUE initiative broke new ground by basing its assessment of student learning achievement on the
actual work that students produced in response to assignments from the formal instructional curriculum
in whatever institution(s) the student attended. Rather than a standardized test divorced from the
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curriculum, VALUE draws evidence from the actual courses and teachers at an institution and assesses
the learning artifacts (papers and assignments) produced by students to demonstrate their achievement
of specific learning outcomes. Finally, the VALUE initiative utilizes the expertise of trained higher
education faculty and other educators from the participating institutions to judge the quality of the
student work in relation to widely accepted standards for each of the learning outcomes as captured
through the faculty developed VALUE rubrics.
As a result of the VALUE initiative, AAC&U organized the VALUE Institute. The VALUE Institute enables
any higher education institution, department, program, state, consortium or provider to utilize the
VALUE rubrics approach to assessment by collecting and uploading samples of student work to a digital
repository and have the work scored by certified VALUE Institute faculty and other educator scorers for
external validation of institutional learning assessment. The University of Arizona, in order to assess
whether the general education writing requirement was having some effect on student writing,
subscribed to the VALUE Institute in 2018. In addition, since critical thinking is another of the
Institutional Learning Outcomes, we also submitted samples for that rubric assessment of student
learning. Both rubrics can be viewed in the appendix. Our goal statement for this study: “We want to
measure the levels of written communication and critical thinking in early career students (<25 units)
and late career students (>75 units) and compare these results to our previous assessment of the same.
These students will be representative of all undergraduate programs at the institution.”
The early career student artifacts were collected from the second semester writing foundations courses
(ENGL 102, 108 and 109H). The late career student artifacts were collected from either tier two general
education courses, or writing emphasis courses within a major. Faculty were invited to participate
based on their student population in these categories. If they had an assignment that met the criteria
for either written communication or critical thinking (or both), they provided access to those artifacts
within D2L. When submitting student work products, faculty had the opportunity to indicate whether or
not the assignment that generated the work product was designed to explicitly address each criterion of
the rubric. They were also asked to rate each assignment’s level of difficulty on a scale of 1-8. Scores of 1
and 2 represent a level where an outcome was “Introduced;” Scores of 3 and 4 represent a level where
an outcome was “Practiced”; scores of 5 and 6 represent a level where an outcome was “Reinforced”;
and scores of 7 and 8 represent a level where students should have an opportunity to demonstrate
“Mastery.”
Six hundred and eighty-seven artifacts were submitted and reviewed for each rubric. Each artifact was
scored by two trained, certified VALUE scorers. For artifacts in which the majority of dimensions
received a similar score (less than two apart), the calculated the average of the two scores was used and
rounded up to the nearest whole number. Artifacts for which the two scorers notably disagreed (in that
the majority of dimensions received scores more than two apart) underwent a separate process. These
artifacts were then given a third score from an “expert” VALUE scorer. These triple-scored artifacts were
then analyzed for patterns to determine the nature of the “true” score. The third score tended to fall in
the middle of the two discrepant scores; as a result, the same calculation rules applied that had been
established for the rest of the non-zero scores--averaging the two original scores and rounding up to the
nearest whole number.
For any given dimension, artifacts which received a zero from either of the two scorers received a score
of zero overall for that dimension rather than averaging the two scores and rounding up to the nearest
whole number. The rationale for doing so is to highlight all instances where at least one scorer found
that there was an absence of evidence of any student learning on that dimension. Whenever two
scorers notably disagreed regarding an absence of evidence (in that scorers were more than two
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performance levels apart, with one scorer assigning a zero), these artifacts were also given a third score
from an “expert” VALUE scorer, with the final scores for the artifact being adjudicated in the same
manner as described above.
Written Communication: Results and Non-Statistical Comparisons
When comparing the University of Arizona scores with the composite scores from the entire VALUE
Institute that year, our students appear to be on-par with the national percentages for most of the
criteria for Written Communication. Our students are a bit lower in the capstone area, but do reach a
milestone level in their writing skills. (Figure 1) One thing to keep in mind for this comparison is that the
VALUE totals include students at all stages of unit completion, whereas UArizona numbers reflect only
early and late career students. Accordingly, these findings presented here are based on trends and
reflections, not significant statistical analysis.
Figure 2 reflects the results from early career vs late career students within the UArizona samples and
show very little to no difference in writing between these two groups of students. That being said, the
Genre and Disciplinary Conventions criteria surprisingly reflects higher scores for the early career
students. In explanation, the freshmen samples came from the second semester English Composition
courses which are 100% writing with one of the focuses on Genre. In the GE courses, from which the
late career samples arose, writing is usually only 10% of the grade. Furthermore, the students do not
seem to take the assignment seriously. Additionally, the faculty might need additional professional
development to support improvements in writing, especially if teaching writing is not their area of
expertise. Hence the new approach to writing emphasis is designed into the revised GE program. We
also need to mention that the late career students, while not at the capstone level, did score higher in
the milestone 3 level, which is consistent with the VALUE data for all samples (Figure 3). However, at
the capstone-4 level, national scores show that the late career students scored higher than the early
career students. The difference in our students from national data may be to the slight difference in
units completed. The data for VALUE totals are for students who have completed greater than 90 units.
University of Arizona data reflects late career students as having completed 75 units or greater.
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Figure 1: Comparison of rubric scores between the VALUE Institute totals and UArizona for Written Communication

Figure 2: Comparison of Early and Late Career UArizona students for Written Communication
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Figure 3: Written Communication results for all VALUE Institute artifacts early career vs late career students.

The graphs for Written Communication reflect a comparison of UArizona early career students with
VALUE early career students (Figure 4), and late career students, UArizona vs VALUE (Figure 5). There is
very little, if any, difference between the two sets of early career students for all criteria in Written
Communication. This suggests that our freshmen are on average with the nation. However, the late
career students did not score as high in the capstone-4 level as the nation sample, but were mostly
comparative at the Milestone-3 and 2 levels. Again, this might be due to difference in credit completion,
however, it does suggest that more attention needs to be given to the teaching and support of writing
for our late career students. As a matter of fact, this is already being addressed in the new model for
general education that is currently being drafted, as well as the recent hiring of a Writing Across the
Curriculum (WAC) director. Another area that will be receiving attention is the writing intensive courses
within the major program requirement. Our expectation is that these courses will have a more defined
set of requirements, along with professional development opportunities for faculty.
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Figure 4: Early Career Comparison of VALUE vs UArizona students for Written Communication

Figure 5: Late Career Comparison of VALUE vs UArizona students for Written Communication
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This report also includes graphs that were internally calculated for Written Communication outside the
scope of the VALUE Institute Reports. Administrators at University of Arizona wanted to compare
VALUE Institute artifacts between students who earned less than a 3.5 cumulative GPA, or equal to or
greater than a 3.5 GPA. Administrators also wanted to compare the same artifacts between students
who were freshman versus seniors.
Figure 6 reflects the results from high achievers vs. all other students within the UArizona samples.
Results show differences in the higher scores (Capstone-4 and Milestone-3) between high achieving
students compared their counterparts across all dimensions. Comparison of the lower score (Milestonealso demonstrates the performance of high achieving students given that they score higher more
frequently while inversely scoring a 2 at lower rates than their counterparts.
Figure 6: Written Communication results for UArizona artifacts from academic high achievers v. all other students

Figure 7 reflects the results from first-year students vs. seniors, which is a greater spread than the “early
and late career” comparison. In this case, the comparison is between students who have less than 30
credit hours and those who have greater than 90 credit hours. “Early and late career” is a comparison
between students who have less than 25 credit hours and greater than 75 credit hours. However, the
results appear very much the same despite early vs. late career using a different subset of data. In some
cases, first-year students scored lower, but in other areas they scored higher than seniors. Generally, the
results were inconclusive.
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Figure 7: Written Communication results for UArizona artifacts from first-year v. senior students

Overall, for Written Communication, it appears that the addition of a general education writing
requirement:
• has not had enough time to have an effect on student writing,
• was not strong enough to have an effect,
• may have lacked full faculty engagement in the implementation, or
• may require different interventions for success.
The new general education program will have an increased writing emphasis to “writing intensive”
courses, which will be required to have all of its assessments in written form; that is no multiple choice
or other objective type exams/assignments. Training for instructors in writing assignment design will
likely be required for faculty who choose to offer one of these courses.
Critical Thinking: Results and Non-Statistical Comparisons
Figure 8 shows the scores for UArizona compared to the overall VALUE Institute scores for Critical
Thinking. It is apparent, that for most criteria, the UArizona students fell below the national average at
the Capstone-4 and Milestone-3 levels. Critical thinking is a very difficult area to teach and assess, and
although the artifacts were designated from critical thinking assignments by the faculty, it does not
necessarily mean that the students were indeed shown how to apply critical thinking skills. This is an
area we hope to address with professional development for faculty teaching in the new general
education program.
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Figure 8: Comparison of rubric scores between the national VALUE Institute and UArizona for Critical Thinking

In comparing the UArizona early career students with the late career students for Critical Thinking
(Figure 9), there is very little difference between the two groups at the Capstone-4 level. It was,
however, disappointing to see the low numbers of artifacts that scored in the Capstone-4 level. It
appears that the UArizona early career students (in English Composition classes, see Milestone 3) did
somewhat better than the late career students (general education and major classes; see Milestone 2).
These data clearly indicate that critical thinking is an area that needs attention and refinement at
UArizona. Faculty understanding of how to teach and assess critical thinking may be part of the problem
in this assessment.
Figures 9 and 10 depict the early and late career students of national VALUE vs UArizona cohorts. The
results clearly indicate that the UArizona students are not as advanced in areas of critical thinking when
compared to the national outcomes. The majority of VALUE Institute artifacts in critical thinking scored
in Capstone-4 or Milestone-3, whereas the UArizona artifacts scored mostly in Milestone-2 and
Benchmark-1.
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Figure 9: Comparison of Early and Late Career UArizona students for Critical Thinking

Figure 10: Critical Thinking results for all VALUE Institute artifacts early career vs late career students
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This report also includes graphs that were internally calculated for Critical Thinking outside the scope of
the VALUE Institute Reports. Administrators at UArizona wanted to compare UArizona artifacts
between students who earned less than a 3.5 cumulative GPA, or equal to or greater than a 3.5 GPA,
and to compare the same artifacts between students who were freshman versus seniors.
Unlike Written Communications scores, high achievers performed somewhat better than the other
students in Critical Thinking, with a couple of slight differences for Milestone 3 and Benchmark 1.
Overall, however, the results were disappointing.
Figure 11: Critical Thinking results for UArizona artifacts from academic high achievers v. all other students
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The results in figure 12 showed very little if any difference in performance between first-year and senior
students.
Figure 12: Critical thinking results for UArizona artifacts from freshmen vs. senior students

Conclusion
The goal of this project was to get some indication if the new general education writing policy,
implemented in 2016 had any effect on student writing and critical thinking, and to assess outcomes
from early and late career undergraduates in written communication and critical thinking. If we look
closely at the data, it is apparent that although there may have been some improvement in written
communication, there was little to no change in critical thinking. However, in looking back over the last
couple of years, a few conclusions can be made. First, even though the writing policy went into effect in
all general education courses, only a handful of the instructors made use of the professional
development that was offered to help them in creating writing assignments and providing formative
feedback to students on their work. Peer review was slow to catch on, so the burden of reviewing
student papers was a bit overwhelming in some of the larger classes. Class size also played a big role in
this problem, as some of the sections had more than 400 students, with the largest offerings being 600
students. This was also at a time when we had fewer teaching assistants (TAs) due to salary increases
for the TAs. Some faculty used undergraduate preceptors to help with first draft editing, however, again,
training and calibration with these students was difficult or non-existent. Second, the area of critical
thinking was implied, rather than actively inserted into this general education writing requirement.
Although many faculty are extremely skilled in critical thinking, it is a very difficult skill to teach to
someone, especially in a general education course. With the help of our new WAC director, some of
these issues will hopefully be addressed as she begins to look at writing emphasis courses within the
majors, and coordinating writing across the curriculum.
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As mentioned previously, the new general education program that is being proposed contains
components of writing and critical thinking. Courses with these attributes will be designed to focus on
student learning and application of knowledge and skills. UArizona will institute signature assignments
for each learning outcome that will be part of every student’s general education ePortfolio. There will be
some courses whose assessments will be all in writing with critical thinking assignments embedded. The
general education committee is also proposing a set of “book-end” courses that all students take as part
of the general education requirement. The first one-unit course will be taken their first or second
semester at the university. It will include instruction on what the learning outcomes and expectations of
general education include, how to learn, and how to effectively build a portfolio of work from the
general education courses. The final one-unit course that will ideally be taken after all of the other
general education requirements are satisfied, is a capstone course to review and summarize what the
students learned in their general education courses, and how it all ties in to their major course of study.
The whole idea of these two courses is to help the students understand why they are taking general
education, what are the learning outcomes, and how will it apply to their everyday lives upon
graduation.
Finally, the Arizona Board of Regents (ABOR) is interested in directing assessment of the student
learning outcomes at all three public institutions in Arizona. Current ABOR plans are to require
assessment for Written Communication, Critical Thinking, Quantitative Reasoning and Civic Knowledge
on a four-year rotation. These assessments are to be similar at all three institutions. This mandate
came out at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, and although there is a committee composed of
members from all three universities, the actual assessment of the first outcome, Written
Communication, will not be measured until 2021. The methods and means of the assessments will be
determined during early 2021.
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Appendix
Critical Thinking VALUE Rubric
Written Communication VALUE Rubric
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CRITICAL THINKING VALUE RUBRIC
for more information, please contact value@aacu.org

The VALUE rubrics were developed by teams of faculty experts representing colleges and universities across the United States through a process that examined many existing campus rubrics
and related documents for each learning outcome and incorporated additional feedback from faculty. The rubrics articulate fundamental criteria for each learning outcome, with performance descriptors
demonstrating progressively more sophisticated levels of attainment. The rubrics are intended for institutional-level use in evaluating and discussing student learning, not for grading. The core
expectations articulated in all 15 of the VALUE rubrics can and should be translated into the language of individual campuses, disciplines, and even courses. The utility of the VALUE rubrics is to
position learning at all undergraduate levels within a basic framework of expectations such that evidence of learning can by shared nationally through a common dialog and understanding of student
success.
Definition
Critical thinking is a habit of mind characterized by the comprehensive exploration of issues, ideas, artifacts, and events before accepting or formulating an opinion or conclusion.
Framing Language
This rubric is designed to be transdisciplinary, reflecting the recognition that success in all disciplines requires habits of inquiry and analysis that share common attributes. Further, research
suggests that successful critical thinkers from all disciplines increasingly need to be able to apply those habits in various and changing situations encountered in all walks of life.
This rubric is designed for use with many different types of assignments and the suggestions here are not an exhaustive list of possibilities. Critical thinking can be demonstrated in assignments
that require students to complete analyses of text, data, or issues. Assignments that cut across presentation mode might be especially useful in some fields. If insight into the process components of
critical thinking (e.g., how information sources were evaluated regardless of whether they were included in the product) is important, assignments focused on student reflection might be especially
illuminating.

•
•
•
•
•

Glossary
The definitions that follow were developed to clarify terms and concepts used in this rubric only.
Ambiguity: Information that may be interpreted in more than one way.
Assumptions: Ideas, conditions, or beliefs (often implicit or unstated) that are "taken for granted or accepted as true without proof." (quoted from
www.dictionary.reference.com/browse/assumptions)
Context: The historical, ethical. political, cultural, environmental, or circumstantial settings or conditions that influence and complicate the consideration of any issues, ideas, artifacts, and
events.
Literal meaning: Interpretation of information exactly as stated. For example, "she was green with envy" would be interpreted to mean that her skin was green.
Metaphor: Information that is (intended to be) interpreted in a non-literal way. For example, "she was green with envy" is intended to convey an intensity of emotion, not a skin color.

CRITICAL THINKING VALUE RUBRIC
for more information, please contact value@aacu.org

Definition
Critical thinking is a habit of mind characterized by the comprehensive exploration of issues, ideas, artifacts, and events before accepting or formulating an opinion or conclusion.
Evaluators are encouraged to assign a zero to any work sample or collection of work that does not meet benchmark (cell one) level performance.
Capstone
4

Milestones
3

Benchmark
2

1

Explanation of issues

Issue/ problem to be considered critically is
stated clearly and described
comprehensively, delivering all relevant
information necessary for full
understanding.

Issue/ problem to be considered critically is
stated, described, and clarified so that
understanding is not seriously impeded by
omissions.

Issue/problem to be considered critically is
stated but description leaves some terms
undefined, ambiguities unexplored,
boundaries undetermined, and/or
backgrounds unknown.

Issue/problem to be considered critically is
stated without clarification or description.

Evidence
Selecting and using information to investigate a
point of view or conclusion

Information is taken from source(s) with
enough interpretation/ evaluation to develop
a comprehensive analysis or synthesis.
Viewpoints of experts are questioned
thoroughly.

Information is taken from source(s) with
enough interpretation/ evaluation to develop
a coherent analysis or synthesis.
Viewpoints of experts are subject to
questioning.

Information is taken from source(s) with
some interpretation/evaluation, but not
enough to develop a coherent analysis or
synthesis.
Viewpoints of experts are taken as mostly
fact, with little questioning.

Information is taken from source(s) without
any interpretation/evaluation.
Viewpoints of experts are taken as fact,
without question.

Influence of context and assumptions

Thoroughly (systematically and
methodically) analyzes own and others'
assumptions and carefully evaluates the
relevance of contexts when presenting a
position.

Identifies own and others' assumptions and Questions some assumptions. Identifies
several relevant contexts when presenting a several relevant contexts when presenting a
position.
position. May be more aware of others'
assumptions than one's own (or vice versa).

Shows an emerging awareness of present
assumptions (sometimes labels assertions as
assumptions).
Begins to identify some contexts when
presenting a position.

Student's position (perspective,
thesis/hypothesis)

Specific position (perspective,
thesis/ hypothesis) is imaginative, taking into
account the complexities of an issue.
Limits of position (perspective,
thesis/ hypothesis) are acknowledged.
Others' points of view are synthesized
within position (perspective,
thesis/ hypothesis).

Specific position (perspective,
thesis/ hypothesis) takes into account the
complexities of an issue.
Others' points of view are acknowledged
within position (perspective,
thesis/hypothesis).

Specific position (perspective,
thesis/hypothesis) acknowledges different
sides of an issue.

Specific position (perspective,
thesis/hypothesis) is stated, but is simplistic
and obvious.

Conclusions and related outcomes
(implications and consequences)

Conclusions and related outcomes
(consequences and implications) are logical
and reflect student’s informed evaluation
and ability to place evidence and
perspectives discussed in priority order.

Conclusion is logically tied to a range of
information, including opposing viewpoints;
related outcomes (consequences and
implications) are identified clearly.

Conclusion is logically tied to information
(because information is chosen to fit the
desired conclusion); some related outcomes
(consequences and implications) are
identified clearly.

Conclusion is inconsistently tied to some of
the information discussed; related outcomes
(consequences and implications) are
oversimplified.

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION VALUE RUBRIC
for more information, please contact value@aacu.org

The VALUE rubrics were developed by teams of faculty experts representing colleges and universities across the United States through a process that examined many existing campus rubrics and related documents for each learning
outcome and incorporated additional feedback from faculty. The rubrics articulate fundamental criteria for each learning outcome, with performance descriptors demonstrating progressively more sophisticated levels of attainment. The
rubrics are intended for institutional-level use in evaluating and discussing student learning, not for grading. The core expectations articulated in all 15 of the VALUE rubrics can and should be translated into the language of individual
campuses, disciplines, and even courses. The utility of the VALUE rubrics is to position learning at all undergraduate levels within a basic framework of expectations such that evidence of learning can by shared nationally through a common
dialog and understanding of student success.
Definition
Written communication is the development and expression of ideas in writing. Written communication involves learning to work in many genres and styles. It can involve working with many different writing technologies, and mixing
texts, data, and images. Written communication abilities develop through iterative experiences across the curriculum.
Framing Language
This writing rubric is designed for use in a wide variety of educational institutions. The most clear finding to emerge from decades of research on writing assessment is that the best writing assessments are locally determined and
sensitive to local context and mission. Users of this rubric should, in the end, consider making adaptations and additions that clearly link the language of the rubric to individual campus contexts.
This rubric focuses assessment on how specific written work samples or collectios of work respond to specific contexts. The central question guiding the rubric is "How well does writing respond to the needs of audience(s) for the
work?" In focusing on this question the rubric does not attend to other aspects of writing that are equally important: issues of writing process, writing strategies, writers' fluency with different modes of textual production or publication, or
writer's growing engagement with writing and disciplinarity through the process of writing.
Evaluators using this rubric must have information about the assignments or purposes for writing guiding writers' work. Also recommended is including reflective work samples of collections of work that address such questions as:
What decisions did the writer make about audience, purpose, and genre as s/ he compiled the work in the portfolio? How are those choices evident in the writing -- in the content, organization and structure, reasoning, evidence, mechanical
and surface conventions, and citational systems used in the writing? This will enable evaluators to have a clear sense of how writers understand the assignments and take it into consideration as they evaluate
The first section of this rubric addresses the context and purpose for writing. A work sample or collections of work can convey the context and purpose for the writing tasks it showcases by including the writing assignments
associated with work samples. But writers may also convey the context and purpose for their writing within the texts. It is important for faculty and institutions to include directions for students about how they should represent their writing
contexts and purposes.
Faculty interested in the research on writing assessment that has guided our work here can consult the National Council of Teachers of English/ Council of Writing Program Administrators' White Paper on Writing Assessment
(2008; www.wpacouncil.org/ whitepaper) and the Conference on College Composition and Communication's Writing Assessment: A Position Statement (2008; www.ncte.org/ cccc/ resources/ positions/ 123784.htm)
Glossary
The definitions that follow were developed to clarify terms and concepts used in this rubric only.
•
Content Development: The ways in which the text explores and represents its topic in relation to its audience and purpose.
•
Context of and purpose for writing: The context of writing is the situation surrounding a text: who is reading it? who is writing it? Under what circumstances will the text be shared or circulated? What social or political factors
might affect how the text is composed or interpreted? The purpose for writing is the writer's intended effect on an audience. Writers might want to persuade or inform; they might want to report or summarize information; they might want
to work through complexity or confusion; they might want to argue with other writers, or connect with other writers; they might want to convey urgency or amuse; they might write for themselves or for an assignment or to remember.
•
Disciplinary conventions: Formal and informal rules that constitute what is seen generally as appropriate within different academic fields, e.g. introductory strategies, use of passive voice or first person point of view, expectations for
thesis or hypothesis, expectations for kinds of evidence and support that are appropriate to the task at hand, use of primary and secondary sources to provide evidence and support arguments and to document critical perspectives on the
topic. Writers will incorporate sources according to disciplinary and genre conventions, according to the writer's purpose for the text. Through increasingly sophisticated use of sources, writers develop an ability to differentiate between their
own ideas and the ideas of others, credit and build upon work already accomplished in the field or issue they are addressing, and provide meaningful examples to readers.
•
Evidence: Source material that is used to extend, in purposeful ways, writers' ideas in a text.
•
Genre conventions: Formal and informal rules for particular kinds of texts and/ or media that guide formatting, organization, and stylistic choices, e.g. lab reports, academic papers, poetry, webpages, or personal essays.
•
Sources: Texts (written, oral, behavioral, visual, or other) that writers draw on as they work for a variety of purposes -- to extend, argue with, develop, define, or shape their ideas, for example.

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION VALUE RUBRIC
for more information, please contact value@aacu.org

Definition
Written communication is the development and expression of ideas in writing. Written communication involves learning to work in many genres and styles. It can involve working with many different writing
technologies, and mixing texts, data, and images. Written communication abilities develop through iterative experiences across the curriculum.
Evaluators are encouraged to assign a zero to any work sample or collection of work that does not meet benchmark (cell one) level performance.
Capstone
4

Milestones
3

2

Benchmark
1

Context of and Purpose for Writing
Includes considerations of audience,
purpose, and the circumstances
surrounding the writing task(s).

Demonstrates a thorough understanding
of context, audience, and purpose that is
responsive to the assigned task(s) and
focuses all elements of the work.

Demonstrates adequate consideration of
context, audience, and purpose and a
clear focus on the assigned task(s) (e.g.,
the task aligns with audience, purpose,
and context).

Demonstrates awareness of context,
audience, purpose, and to the assigned
tasks(s) (e.g., begins to show awareness
of audience's perceptions and
assumptions).

Demonstrates minimal attention to
context, audience, purpose, and to the
assigned tasks(s) (e.g., expectation of
instructor or self as audience).

Content Development

Uses appropriate, relevant, and
compelling content to illustrate mastery
of the subject, conveying the writer's
understanding, and shaping the whole
work.

Uses appropriate, relevant, and
compelling content to explore ideas
within the context of the discipline and
shape the whole work.

Uses appropriate and relevant content to Uses appropriate and relevant content to
develop and explore ideas through most develop simple ideas in some parts of the
of the work.
work.

Genre and Disciplinary Conventions
Formal and informal rules inherent in
the expectations for writing in particular
forms and/or academic fields (please see
glossary).

Demonstrates detailed attention to and
successful execution of a wide range of
conventions particular to a specific
discipline and/or writing task (s)
including organization, content,
presentation, formatting, and stylistic
choices

Demonstrates consistent use of
important conventions particular to a
specific discipline and/or writing task(s),
including organization, content,
presentation, and stylistic choices

Follows expectations appropriate to a
Attempts to use a consistent system for
specific discipline and/or writing task(s) basic organization and presentation.
for basic organization, content, and
presentation

Sources and Evidence

Demonstrates skillful use of highquality, credible, relevant sources to
develop ideas that are appropriate for the
discipline and genre of the writing

Demonstrates consistent use of credible,
relevant sources to support ideas that are
situated within the discipline and genre
of the writing.

Demonstrates an attempt to use credible Demonstrates an attempt to use sources
and/or relevant sources to support ideas to support ideas in the writing.
that are appropriate for the discipline and
genre of the writing.

Control of Syntax and Mechanics

Uses graceful language that skillfully
communicates meaning to readers with
clarity and fluency, and is virtually errorfree.

Uses straightforward language that
generally conveys meaning to readers.
The language in the portfolio has few
errors.

Uses language that generally conveys
Uses language that sometimes impedes
meaning to readers with clarity, although meaning because of errors in usage.
writing may include some errors.

